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Book Reviews
Behavioral Endocrinology. By Jill B.
Becker, S. MarcBreedlove, David Crews,
and Margaret M. McCarthy. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2002. 806 pp.
$50.00.
It is a rare thing to find a text written
as clearly, as accurately, and that is as
engaging as this! Although designed to
provide a basic understanding ofthe field
ofbehavioral endocrinology forthe college
and university-level student, there is much
inthis volumethat will be ofinterest to the
seasonedresearcher. Put simply, behavioral
endocrinologyisthe studyofhowhormones
influence ananimal'sbehavior; however, it
isnotasimpletopic atalland, inthe wrong
hands, hasthe potential to be not only con-
fusingbutalsotedious. Thisbookis neither
confusing nortedious. Theauthorswill, from
time to time, warn the reader that specific
sections of information contained in the
bookmaybe "denselypacked" -andthey
are. However, this does not happen fre-
quently, and when it does, it facilitates the
progression ofthe material covered. What
I found quite extraordinary about the book
is the way the authors made an effort to
engage the reader as to why a particular
issue in behavioral endocrinology is
important. (They have not assumed that all
readers or students who use their book
have plans to become behavioral endocri-
nologists.) They link their topics to con-
temporary social and cultural issues such
as drug doping within the athletic commu-
nity, methods to enhance orcontrol fertility,
and ways to enhance human memory and
cognitive performance.
From topics such as "Molecular
Approaches to Behavioral Neuroendo-
crinology" to "Hormones and Cognition in
Non-humanAnimals," the authorsconsistent-
lyengageandchallengethereaderinorderto
facilitate anunderstanding ofboththemate-
rial and the potential implications of this
information in ourworld.Aterrific volume.
C.A. Morgan, III
Associate Professor
Yale University School ofMedicine
What Evolution Is. By Ernst Mayr.
New York: Basic Books, 2002. 192 pp.
$26.00.
Few people, living or dead, can be
said to have had a greater impact on the
field of evolutionary biology than Ernst
Mayr, and any student of biology would
approach the confidently-titled essay What
EvolutionIs withhighexpectations. Unfor-
tunately, Mayr's goal ofwriting to bothbiol-
ogists and educated laypersons results in a
work that is too compact andjargon-laden
for most educated non-scientists and lacks
the depth and exploration of controversy
needed to appeal to professional scientists.
Although What Evolution Is contains pas-
sages ofgreatclarityand insight, pooredit-
ing and the superficialtreatment ofaspects
of its epic scope drag down what could
have been an invaluable and entertaining
finale to an accomplished authorial career.
The coarse-grained organization of
WhatEvolutionIs is appealing and logical:
a description ofthe Earth's natural history
andthe evidence that represents the pattern
ofevolution leads into a discussion ofthe
processes that cause change in populations.
These mechanisms are then used as the
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